Fall Nature Scavenger Hunt

☐ Find 3 leaves of any of these 3 colors: Yellow, gold, red, orange, brown, or green. (circle the colors you find)

☐ At this time of year, many trees and plants make seed pods. Find one seed pod. What makes you think it is a seed pod?

________________________________________________________________________

☐ Many trees’ seeds are what we call nuts. Can you find a nut? Write down what type it is (acorn, walnut, chestnut, etc.) or describe it.

________________________________________________________________________

☐ Fall is a time when many birds are migrating. Stand still and look and listen. Can you observe evidence of birds flying overhead or flocking together in groups? Describe how the bird looks/sounds.

________________________________________________________________________

☐ Spiders are often very active in early fall. Can you find a spider or spider web? Circle which one you see. Was there any prey caught in the web? Yes No